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Stories of trouble, anger and despair have the ability to significantly diminish hope
for male youth. However, when young men’s lives are linked together via narrative
practices, stories of connection, optimism and social justice can emerge. This
paper presents ideas for responding to events involving anger, rage, difficulties and
hopelessness for male adolescents in urban schools. Practice-based narrative maps
are described in detailed stages, outlining counselling questions to assist in moving
towards life preferences. Also documented in this paper is a young man’s story of
moving from turmoil to hope while illustrating ways of engaging in both individual
and collective narrative practices.
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INTRODUCTION
For the past two decades it has been a joy
working in schools as a social worker alongside
children and youth of all ages and from a multitude
of cultures. In this paper I share ideas, practices
and stories in relation to my work with young men
responding to anger, trouble and hopelessness in
urban secondary schools in Toronto, Canada.
Although the focus is on male youth, it is
important to note that I actually engage in more
counselling conversations with young women. The
significance in writing about work with young men
to reduce anger and trouble (and hence prevent
violence) arises out of several conversations with
female and male youth who have been harmed by
male aggression and affected by dominant
masculinity stories. Moreover, working with the
multiple stories of oppression impacting on young
men’s lives and schooling has increased my
commitment to addressing and acknowledging the
injustices faced by some of our most disengaged
and marginalised youth. Additionally, as a mother of
two sons in their early teenage years, my hopes for
them, and all young men, are to have a space to
talk about gendered discourse and oppressive
experiences, and by-and-large for them to have good
and peaceful futures as men in the world.
This paper is structured in four parts. The first
sets the context of my school work with adolescent
males and includes some relevant education
research regarding urban schooling. The second
part poses questions for consideration when working
with male youth around themes of anger and
trouble. The third part focuses on the micropractices of counselling conversations. Within this
section, Michael White’s (2007) Statement of
Position maps are described, and lines of enquiry
that can assist young men in moving towards their
life preferences are suggested. In the final part of
the paper, a story of a young man named John is
shared to illustrate possibilities of moving from
despair to hope, and from individual to collective
narrative practice.

PART 1: URBAN SCHOOLING
Setting the context
I am a school social worker in multicultural
Toronto, which is often referred to as a city of new
immigrants with a mosaic of multiple languages.
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Although school settings are often hectic, I enjoy
being a part of the daily context of young people’s
lives and am particularly drawn to the vibrancy and
diversity of urban schooling. Many children and
youth likely spend more waking time in school than
their own home or anywhere else. For this reason,
schools logically offer a natural and accessible
helping environment for all children.
Despite the existing on-site support being
offered and the efforts by many school personnel to
engage students, statistics reflect almost a quarter
of the secondary school population dropping out of
Toronto District School Board (TDSB) schools. The
Grade 9 Cohort Study with a five year analysis
indicates an outcome where 23% of students had
dropped out before graduating (Brown, 2006). For
those whose home language was one other than
English, the dropout rate was almost double for
some groups. Students speaking Somali, Spanish,
and Portuguese all reflected higher numbers of
dropouts roughly, 37%, 39% and 43% respectively.
While English-speaking Caribbean students reflected
a rate of about 40% not completing high school
(Brown, 2006). With respect to the Aboriginal
population in the province of Ontario, census data
indicates that 42% aged 15 years and over, have
less than a high school diploma1 (Aboriginal
Education Office, 2007). Given such statistics, the
Centre for Urban Schooling (CUS)2 in Toronto in
their report titled; Towards a Multidimensional
Framework for Student Engagement (Riviere,
Sotomayer, West-Burns Kugler & McCready, 2008),
poses critical questions about the impact of
systemic barriers to participation of the most
vulnerable students.
The TDSB 2006 Census indicates that 70% of
all Grade 7-12 students have both parents who were
born outside of Canada. My own parents immigrated
to Canada from China and Hong Kong in the 1950s
as a result of and following the Chinese revolution
and, like many newcomers, they re-negotiated their
understandings of life in a new culture. I am a
Chinese woman born in Toronto and grew up in a
working-class family in a predominantly white
neighbourhood in the suburbs of Toronto. My lived
experience of straddling eastern and western
cultures, and experiencing and witnessing
oppression during my school years, has contributed
to my wish to support the diversity of students I
meet with day to day.
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Working with young men3 in urban schools
When I first met with Paul, he had just returned
from a suspension from school for hitting another
student. Although we only had a few conversations
together, some significant things stood out to me.
Paul was interested and took a position in not
wanting anger and violence to interfere with his
schooling and relationships. He shared with me the
effects of poverty and hopelessness on his life and
family, and spoke passionately of his preferences for
his future. He allowed me to scribe a short letter,
using his thoughts and words, to share with other
young men in hopes of making a contribution to
them that would help them step away from anger
and trouble. However, after a few meetings, I never
saw Paul again due to his absences from school.
Also my own time restraints, with an overloaded
referral list, had allowed only a couple of attempts
to track him down. A few months later I
unexpectedly received a call from Paul saying that
he had been kicked out of school for selling drugs.
He asked if he could see me, we agreed on a time
to meet in the days to follow … but he never
showed.
As a school social worker, I never quite know
what lies ahead of me in the school day. I have had
to develop in-the-moment skills in working with
unpredictability in a fast paced environment. Paul is
just one of numerous adolescents who I have lost
touch with who have made efforts to re-story trouble
and to get on track in school. Thus I am always
prepared that any given session I have with some
young men may very well be the last. Often I am
working with youth who are struggling to survive in
dire financial circumstances. One young man
staying temporarily in a shelter aptly described his
poor living conditions while sighing, ‘I am so sick of
eating baloney sandwiches!’ Another exclaimed, ‘I
have a Mad-On all the time because there’s TOO
much on my plate!’ and with exacerbation explained
to me that he was holding two jobs to help his
parents and all the while attempting to stay afloat
in school. At other times I hear stories of hurt or
betrayal. Some of these stories may include the
trauma of witnessing their mothers being beaten by
their fathers and being helpless as children to stop
the terror within their homes, or having lived with
abuse and degradation themselves. Youth violence
and gang violence, and at times the deaths of

friends or family members, have deeply affected the
lives of some youth referred to me.
For young men of colour, interwoven in school
stories are the complexities of race, stories of
racism, and effects of marginalisation. I recall a
young Muslim man expressively recounting a
childhood story of being attacked in the school
playground following 911. ‘This random guy came
up to me while I was playing and stabbed me in the
arm screaming loudly at me “You guys killed my
family!” I was terrified and to this day I still have
the scar’. Many years after the incident, while
showing me his scarred arm, I realised I was the
only person with whom he had shared this painful
experience.
In order to convey the context of the lives of the
young men with whom I work, I wish to recall a oneoff meeting with another male teen that took place
several years ago. Nathan, a Caribbean-Canadian
student, was referred to me as a ‘Safe Schools
transfer’. Before even knowing specific details about
his situation, I was aware that any such transfer is
the result of safety issues typically involving
violence at the preceding school. Upon meeting
him, he sat in initial silence barely shrugging his
shoulders in response to my questions while staring
out my office window. I let him know that it was
okay if he didn’t want to talk … after all he didn’t
even know me. He seemed indifferent when asked if
he would be alright if I continued talking. So I
described my role and approach as a school
counselor. I really don’t quite remember what it was
that engaged him but eventually he slightly turned
my way and began to share with me that he had
seriously assaulted a ‘sort-of friend’ in his previous
school. When I asked if that was common or not
common for him to use violence, Nathan said ‘No …
that’s not like me’. He proceeded to explain that,
for several months within his peer group, he
endured jokes about black skin colour. ‘The jokes
weren’t directed to me’ he clarified ‘even though I
was the only black guy in the group’. When asked
how he responded, Nathan said he would either not
react, distract by changing the subject, or on
occasion would act as if he was okay with the jokes
by laughing slightly. Sometimes there were joking
statements that included ‘nigger’ from his friend.
After taking it silently for a while, Nathan shared
with me that one day he couldn’t take it any more
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and he ended up punching his friend repeatedly
and severely. He was charged and later wanted to
apologise, but was prohibited by court order to have
any contact. He had heard through the peer network
that his friend also wanted to apologise to him for
not realising the effects of the jokes. When
I asked Nathan how the racism was dealt with and
addressed in the safe school transfer process, he
looked at me for the first time in our conversation
and said ‘It wasn’t’. I stared back at him asking
‘Really?’ I never did see Nathan again as I heard
he had moved to another region the week after
I met him.
In writing about ‘negotiating the dilemma of
rage’, Hardy & Laszloffy (2000) discuss rage as a
response to pain and injustice:
When a person or group is systematically
silenced and their beinghood degraded and
denied, rage is inevitable. For people of
colour, the dilemma that rage presents is
that few socially sanctioned opportunities for
its expression exist … Rage is an intense and
potentially threatening emotion … The task
facing children and families of colour is not
a matter of how to avoid feeling rage, or how
to eliminate rage, but rather how to find ways
to constructively channel rage. (p. 118, 119)
I never did have the chance to more fully
explore with Nathan the meaning of the oppressive
events that transpired for him before the violent
assault on his peer, nor his regret of expressing his
rage through violently attacking his friend. I
continue to speculate what might have been made
possible (or preventable) had space been created for
Nathan to constructively channel his rage.
Considerations of race
Ken Hardy (2008) describes race, reality, and
relationships as being complexly entangled in ways
that are difficult to discern:
Race, perhaps more often than we can
imagine, operates as a kind of invisible
fence. For those who are oppressed by virtue
of their racial identities, the boundaries are
tightly restrictive, whereas for those who are
privileged, the boundaries are far more fluid
and expansive. (p. 77)
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When the phenomenon of racism acts as an
invisible fence, children of colour often see no way
out of the deplorable conditions they have to
contend with because they understand the implicit
rules of racial participation. This leaves them
striving for little and settling for even less.
Lisa Delpit (2006), whose work is dedicated to
providing education for marginalised communities,
raises the issue of child-deficit assumptions in
teacher education. Such assumptions, she contends,
lead to teaching less instead of more when failure is
linked to socioeconomic status, cultural difference,
and single-parent households. ‘We say we believe
that all children can learn, but few of us really
believe it’ (Delpit, 2006, p. 172).
With the above in mind, it’s not surprising that
many diverse cities similar to Toronto have been
faced with higher declining high-school graduation
rates for young males of colour. All the while it is
not uncommon for the broader power relations of
race to be invisible within school institutions. What
instead invariably gets named and noticed in
relation to disengaged male youth are acts of anger
and aggression, low attendance records, or perhaps
apathy and lack of motivation. Hence layers of
discouragement may have many giving up on
school. It is defeating in itself when young men of
colour have a lack of belief in their own learning
abilities. Yet it can be even more disheartening
when they sense that others do not believe they can
learn. A good example being the not-so-uncommon
suggestion made to young men of colour to seek an
athletic scholarship. With such suggestions,
resentment and rage may build for some males at
the inferred message of sporting (vs. intellectual)
ability being the only possibility of attainment for
their future education (Abrams, 2011). At other
times, even if there is an individual plan and desire
to finish school, existing systemic obstacles (which
will be discussed below) and despairing life
circumstances make the goal of graduating seem
desperately unreachable.
Multiculturalism and education
Despite the contemporary focus on
multiculturalism in our society, particularly
in education, there is not nearly enough
practical discussion of ways the classroom
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settings can be transformed so that the
learning experience is inclusive. (hooks,
1994, p.5)
bell hooks, feminist, teacher and social activist,
writes in Teaching to Transgress (1994) about
education as a practice of freedom. She emphasises
‘critical thinking’ as the primary element that allows
the possibility of change. Creating a context for
critical thinking requires connecting what students
are learning with their overall life experiences.
Similarly, the Centre for Urban Schooling here
in Ontario proposes culturally responsive and
relevant pedagogies:
We need to insure that the curriculum in our
classrooms speaks to the lives of the
students who attend our schools. We can no
longer allow the government to mandate a
one-size fits all curriculum that we know is
based upon a white middle class societal
view. All children must be able to see their
lives represented in the materials, the books,
the pictures, the teachers, the administrators,
etc within the classroom and the school.
(Kugler, Murray & West-Burns, 2010, p. 1)
Significant developments have occurred within
Toronto schools where student diversity programs
have been implemented and initiatives have been
coordinated that reflect the demographics of the
city such as Islamic History Month, Black History
Month, and Aboriginal Month. However, so much
more is required in relation to the daily school class
routine.
Time and again I hear high school students
making statements that reflect a lack of interest in
much of the curriculum, and expressions of overall
utter school boredom. They ask, ‘How is this
relevant to what I will do after I finish high school?’
More pointedly I may hear, ‘I don’t like how some
teachers just talk at you’. Such responses have me
thinking of Paulo Freire (1998) who insists that
teaching is to create possibilities for the
co-construction and production of knowledge rather
than to be engaged simply in a game of transferring
knowledge (p. 49).
Effective learning and emotional calmness
In this section I have tried to describe the
context of my school-based work with male youth

while including relevant education research
regarding urban schooling. I have also discussed
some considerations of race and the need for a
culturally responsive and pertinent pedagogy to
address the declining graduation rates in our
culturally diverse schools. On reflection, it is
apparent that varying events on both a micro and
macro level can hinder or derail young men’s focus
on academics.
Any student who is affected by or involved in
ongoing conflict and trouble, or overtaken by anger
or irritability, or affected by circumstances such as
loss and injustice, is going to have far greater
difficulties with academic learning in the classroom.
As Winslade & Williams (2011) aptly state:
Effective learning takes place in a context of
emotional calmness and enjoyment, not one
dominated by anxiety, anger or fear. (p.3)
So how can we, as counsellors or social workers
in schools, respond to this situation? The following
sections of this paper provide ideas, from a school
social work perspective and narrative practices
approach, for ways in which we can effectively
respond to stories of anger, trouble and oppression.

PART 2: CONSIDERATIONS AND COMPLEXITIES –
DISCOURSES OF GENDER AND DISCOURSES OF
PUNISHMENT
Before I go on to describe my practice with
young men, I wish to mention two broader social
discourses that add complexity to work with young
men: discourses of gender, and discourses of
punishment.
When working with young men who are
attempting to step away from anger and trouble,
there are multiple factors influencing their lives.
These include powerful discourses of patriarchy and
dominant masculinity. Developing practices that can
assist in the examination and deconstruction of
dominant stories of men and masculinity (see
Jenkins, 1990; McLean 1995; Gray, 2007;
Trudinger, 2000; Denborough, 1995; Slattery,
2003) is therefore an important aspect of work with
young men. The ways in which young men are
recruited into dominating practices have serious
consequences, particularly where this leads to
gendered harassment, violence and abuse. David
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Denborough (1995) outlines a useful step-by-step
approach to developing respectful and effective
ways of working with young men to reduce violence.
As part of his approach, gendered messages and
beliefs of dominant masculinity are identified and
explored together with young men. Similarly, in her
work with adult men, Nancy Gray (2007) uses the
migration of identity map and the re-authoring map
described by Michael White (1995) to enable men
who have enacted violence to chart a movement
away from dominating practices and towards
different forms of masculinity.
In addition to the influences of dominant
masculine culture, there are other broader social
factors to consider that also have effects on the
lives and actions of adolescent males. One of these
relates to discourses of punishment.
Moving beyond punishment
While working in schools, I have continually
witnessed students negotiating their identities
within existing power relations between adults and
youth. With regard to school incidents involving
trouble, anger and violence, strict discipline
measures are often enforced with consequences
that are routinely punitive. These may vary from
detentions, being sent to the office, suspensions,
school transfers, or eventual exclusion. Many schools
tend to operate with the expectation that such
punishments will cause students to change their
ways, and there seems a misguided belief that the
harsher the punishment, the more likely the change
in harmful behaviour (Zammit & Lockhart, 2001).
In my school social work experience, however, I
have found that such punitive measures do not
necessarily lead young men to change their harmful
actions. In fact, if anything, when young men are
responded to with blame, shame and constant
reprimands, it seems this is more likely to build
resentment and hostility.
In 2002, the Ontario provincial government
enacted the so-called Safe School Act with
provisions of mandatory suspension, expulsion and
police involvement in response to incidents of
violence in schools. Six years later, the School
Community Safety Advisory Panel (2008) showed
that such a punitive policy was not successful in
making schools violence-free and had in fact led to
a high number of incidents with respect to youth
victimisation. What is more, the policy was found to
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deeply hurt the city’s most disenfranchised.
In attempting to move beyond punitive
responses, it has been uplifting to hear about
various school systems that are implementing
restorative justice practices and circle meetings4
(Cronin-Lampe & Cronin-Lampe, 2010; Hyndman,
1998; Wachtel, 1997; Winslade & Monk, 2007;
Winslade & Williams, 2011; Zammit & Lockhart,
2001) as a meaningful way to address a wide
variety of harm done in school settings. A restorative
justice approach results in youth being held
accountable for their actions in a constructive way,
and the process educates the young person who has
caused harm as to the impact their actions have
had on others. Although school restorative justice
measures are increasingly recognised, there are
unfortunately few schools that embrace these
practices into their everyday culture5. It seems that
schools for the most part operate as hierarchical
institutions with expectations of the student body to
abide by school rules and to accept punitive
consequences when these rules are not adhered to.
Collaborative practice with young men
It is in this context that young men come to talk
with me as a school social worker. I have included
here a list of some of the reasons that male high
school students might be referred to see me:
• talking back and giving ‘attitude’ to a teacher
• continually refusing to comply with school
rules
• bringing a weapon to school and threatening
to use it
• another student got in my face and I was
cussing at him
• I told a teacher ‘I’m not f---’n listening to you!’
• ‘this guy brushed up against me in the hallway
… so I punched him’.
When first meeting with adolescent males who
are ‘in trouble’, it is not uncommon for some to not
be forthcoming with me. Understandably I may be
viewed with mistrust as just yet another school
disciplinarian they need to account to, or alternately
as the counsellor who is meant to ‘fix’ their angry or
acting-out school behaviour.
With this in mind, I am continually interested in
finding collaborative and respectful ways of working
with young men who are in trouble without excusing
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their actions or minimising the effects of their
actions. I have a continual hope of joining with all
school personnel to consider:
• How can we engage in conversations with
male students in ways that will have them
ultimately taking a position themselves
against the effects and influences of anger
and trouble on their lives and relationships?
• What approaches are more likely to personally
motivate young men to want to get the upper
hand over anger and trouble and thus prevent
anger from leading to violence?
• What questions can be asked to allow young
men to attribute their own significance to
non-violent actions (as opposed to centring
our adult agendas of what we might think
would be significant for their life)?
• What enquiries will invite young men into
explorations of the various gendered
messages? How can we assist them in
identifying various beliefs and practices of
dominant masculinity?
Using these questions as a guide, I hope we can
collaboratively move beyond punishment while at
the same time invite young men to examine the
effects of their harmful actions. Ultimately this
positioning can also create pathways to territories of
preferences and to counter-stories to anger and
violence.

PART 3: MOVING TOWARDS PREFERENCES
FOR LIFE
Whether it is a problem-saturated story of anger,
despair, trouble or hopelessness that dominates
some young men’s view of themselves (or others’
views of them), there are always subordinated stories
in the shadows (White, 2007). These may include
stories of hopes for a better future, not hurting or
harming others, or commonly ‘I just want to finish
high school!’ Subordinated stories of young men’s
intentions and preferred ways of being can often be
obscured by totalising descriptions such as
‘oppositional, lazy, hardcore, troublemaker,
behavioural student’, etc. When adolescent males
are referred to me there is a belief that ‘their anger,
defiance, laziness’ is a reflection of their identity,
and it is believed that the problem is ‘internal’ to
their self.

Externalising conversations about anger and trouble
Externalising conversations can provide an
antidote to these internal understandings by
objectifying the problem (White, 2007). This makes
it possible for adolescent males to experience an
identity that is separate from the problem. For
example, instead of referring to male students as
‘angry young men’ or ‘problem students’, we can
separate them from such totalising identity
descriptions by alternately saying: ‘He is a student
currently overtaken by Anger, Frustration or Trouble6’.
When a student’s anger, frustration or trouble is
externalised, it becomes more possible for the
student to take action to diminish its influence in
his life. As emphasised by White (2011) ‘I think it’s
possible to develop externalizing conversations that
increase a sense of responsibility, or develop a
sense of responsibility, rather than diminish it. And
I think the important point is that it’s not the
externalizing itself that enables this, it’s what
happens next’ (p. 118). Once externalised, it
becomes possible to explore how Anger and Trouble
is affecting the young man and/or others. Through
externalising conversations I find that young men
are more likely to join in examining how such
problems have managed to get such a hold on
them. The Statement of Position Map (White, 2007)
has been particularly helpful to me to guide asking
questions in externalising conversations to assist
young men to take a position in relation to the
influences and effects of trouble and anger.
Statement of Position Map
The Statement of Position Map (White, 2007)
consists of four stages. Here I will outline these
stages and include common responses from the
young men with whom I work.
Stage One: Naming the problem – Negotiating a
definition of the problem (in relation to Anger or
Trouble) that fits with the particular experience of
the young man.
Here are some examples of young men’s
definitions of the problem:
• Anger - Frustration - Temper - Irritability
• Attitude - Disrespect - Diss-Respect
• Trouble
• The Talk-Back voice
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• The Screwface

• Irritability makes me have a ‘screwface’ on all
the time. It makes me snap at everyone.

• Conflict
• Blow-ups
• The Fight-mode
• The Cussing Voice, etc.
Stage 2: Mapping the Effects and influences of
Anger or Trouble
After the problem has been named, a key
element in this second stage involves exploring in
detail the real effects and influences of Anger/
Trouble on the young man’s life, relationships,
school, and future. Some questions that can be
asked in this stage include:
• Where does Anger/Trouble/Disrespect appear
most? (home, school or with friends)
• What kinds of words does it get you to say? i.e.,
Does it have you saying good words or not-sogood words, cussing words, or disrespectful
words?

In counselling conversations I often draw a
circle on a piece of paper with ‘Anger’ or ‘Trouble’
in the middle. As the student answers questions
about the influences of the problem I record these
responses and draw lines to make connections
between them.7 This provides an externalisation of
the problem and its effects that can be seen on
paper. I have found this method very useful in
helping young men to visually look at the effects of
Anger and Trouble (or whatever name is given) on
their life and relationships:
When anger
shows up in
class …I get
sent to the
office

It upsets my
parents when
I’m always in
trouble

When my girlfriend
sees my fighting… she
doesn’t want to be
with me

Anger makes
my head hurt

ANGER

... teams up
with
Trouble

• What kind of voice does it give you? (Yelling?
Mean? Hurtful? Harsh?)
• Does the Talk-Back voice interfere with any of
your relationships? Which relationship(s) does
it affect the most?
• When Anger gets you in its grasp, how does it
have you thinking about other people?
• Does the Fight-mode get in the way of
school? How?
• Do Anger and Trouble team up?
• If you were to continue following Trouble, how
would it affect your future in high school and
beyond?
The following are some responses to the above
questions:
• If some guy brushes up against me, it has me
saying ‘Wanna fight?’
• It’s had me threatening to ‘get back’ if
someone disses me.
• The ‘constant fighting’ has got me suspended
from school 5 times in the past few months.
• Trouble makes my teachers give up on me.
• Anger interferes with how I get along with my
mom. It gets her frustrated and there is
always tension at home between us.
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Makes my
teachers
give up on
me

TROUBLE

I’m failing most of
my courses because
Trouble is so big

It makes me want to
fight other guys almost
every day

It had me cussing at
one of my teachers
… like if some guy
calls me ‘soft’
… or if someone
brushes up against me

Anger has got me
suspended three
times in the past
month

It shows up more at
school - and not at
all at home.

By thoroughly detailing the effects of the
externalised problem in conversation and on paper,
this allows young men to step outside and look in at
their actions. In Stage 3, we can then invite young
men to reflect on and evaluate these effects, which
often leads them to take a position in relation to
Anger or Trouble.
Stage 3: Evaluating the effects of Anger or Trouble
(asking ‘Are you okay or not okay with the effects of
Anger’)
In this stage we enquire about the young man’s
own evaluation of these effects; whether these
effects have been good or bad, okay or not okay for
them to have in their life.
• Are you okay or not okay with how much
Anger is getting you into trouble ... or a bit
of both?
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• When are you okay with it and when are you
not okay with it?
• Are you okay or not okay with how much the
Cussing Voice is interfering with your
relationships with your parents/friends/
teachers?
• Do you think it’s good or not good that
Trouble is getting you suspended from school
so often?
• Is Anger useful or not useful to you … or
sometimes both?
• When is Anger useful and when is it not?
• Are you satisfied with Trouble staying the size
it is, or are you interested in shrinking
Trouble in your life? Why? Where in your life
are you most interested in shrinking Trouble’s
influence – at home, at school, when you are
with friends?
This line of questioning centers the knowledge,
experience and evaluation of the young man, rather
than me as a social worker being the author of his
position on the problem.
Some examples of young men’s responses where
they are taking a position against anger have
included:
• No … I’m not okay with how much Anger is
getting me suspended and in trouble.
• No, I don’t want Trouble to stay so big
because it makes my mom upset.
It is also important to expect responses at this
stage that may indicate that the young man has not
yet taken a position on Anger/Trouble. He may in
fact respond with ‘I don’t care’, ‘They deserved it!’,
or perhaps ‘it doesn’t matter’. Such responses
indicate I need to spend more time at Stage 2 and
explore more fully the varied effects and influences
of Trouble on specific relationships and places, or
I may trace the history of when the problem made
an appearance in his life. Alternatively, I might take
some time to explore what/who is important to him
as this may open space to learn just what he might
take a position on, where, and with whom.
If the young man in Stage 3 does respond by
saying he is not okay with the effects of Anger and
Trouble, this allows us to move to the next stage
of inquiry.

Stage 4: Justification of the evaluation – asking,
‘Why are you not okay with what anger is doing to
your life?
This stage features an inquiry into the ‘Why?’ of
people’s evaluations. This inquiry is usually initiated
with questions such as:
• Why is it not okay for you?  
• Why do you feel this way about this
development?
• Okay, you said you don’t care about Trouble’s
influence at school, but I am curious why you
are not okay with how it affects your
relationships at home?
• Why are you taking this stand/position on
anger’s influence on you at school?
Some responses to these questions have
included:
• I’m not okay with anger ruining my
relationship with my mother.
• I don’t like that Trouble keeps getting me
suspended. I’ll never be able to finish high
school if it keeps going.
• I don’t want to be the kind of guy who
doesn’t care and hurts people all the time.
• I have a future set ahead of me and it
wouldn’t be worth letting anger take it away
from me.
Such responses render visible subordinated
stories of young men’s preferences for life. Often
these are stories about hopes for better relationships
with family or school personnel, or desires for
finishing school and having a good future.
I hope this description of utilising the statement
of position map helps to illustrate possibilities of
engaging in externalising conversations that create a
reflecting space to make it possible for young men
to take responsibility for addressing and preventing
the effects of anger and trouble on their lives and
the lives of others they care about. Moreover, such
enquiries can open gateways to rich story
development. In the shadows of dominant
masculinity stories are often stories of caring,
humility, compassion, and a sense of justice.
Exploring unique outcomes to assist in stepping
away from anger, trouble and violence
In my work with young men ‘in constant
trouble’, it is not uncommon for me to hear
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totalising descriptions from school personnel such
as, ‘He’s always getting suspended because of
getting in fights with other students’, ‘He’s
continually defiant and disrespectful to his
teachers’, or ‘At the rate he is going, he will never
end up finishing high school’. Understandably,
these scenarios can be incredibly stressful on
school personnel. Not only is there frustration, but
there can also be hopelessness that things will ever
get better.
Some young men may also feel that anger is
always getting in their way and that it has the upper
hand over them. They may express that they can’t
walk away or they feel constantly angry at injustice
or unfairness. Anger in these situations may turn to
violence and sometimes young men are unsure of
how to diminish the influences of volatility.
Thus I am always on the lookout for unique
outcomes or exceptions. Even in the face of
ongoing everyday trouble there is often one class or
one teacher where a young man feels an absence of
trouble, or at least less trouble than elsewhere. In
the case of anger constantly overtaking young men,
I know that it is possible to discover a time when he
has been able to not let anger get the best of him.
Unique outcomes can be identified in which the
young man has been less under the influence of
Trouble and Anger, and times when he has been
living outside tough-guy masculinities. There are
always exceptions waiting to be found. Significantly,
these unique outcomes can be openings to
alternative stories of responsible actions, stories of
redress, care and compassion. The following
questions can help to discover unique outcomes:
• Since I last saw you, was there a time that
Anger could have got the best of you but you
didn’t let it?
• Where and with whom is Anger least likely to
appear?

Stage 1: Negotiation of the unique outcome
(experience-near definition)
Steve referred himself for anger management as
he described his anger as ‘getting out of control’.
He shared that anger was getting in his way every
day at home and now at school. When I enquired
about the times that Anger was less likely to get the
best of him he replied, ‘Sometimes I get so mad at
my parents and I cuss loud and threaten to hurt
them. But when I see that my anger makes my
little sister cry and she looks so scared, I stop and
I leave.’
In this example, Steve has identified a unique
outcome where anger does not get the best of him
when he sees that it makes his little sister cry. As a
result instead of allowing the anger to escalate and
turn to violence, he ‘stops and leaves’.
Stage 2: Mapping the effects of the unique
outcome
In this stage we explore the effects of the
unique outcome.
I enquired to Steve, ‘What effect does stopping
and leaving have?’ In response he said, ‘My little
sister stopped crying and it made her feel better
when the yelling and fighting ended’.
Stage 3: Evaluating the effects of the unique
outcome

• Was there a day this week that you could
have got in a fight … and you didn’t?

• Is that significant, not significant or
something in-between?

• Was there a point when Anger could have
turned to violence … but you didn’t let it?
What did you do instead? How did you
manage to not let Anger turn to violence?

• Is that positive or negative … or a bit of
both?

• Could you tell a story about this? Who was
there? What was happening? What did you
say to yourself?
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Statement of Position Map – Version 2
The second version of Michael White’s (2007)
statement of position map consists of the same
basic categories of inquiry included in the first.
However, instead of generating externalising
conversations by focusing on the effects and
influences of problems, this map generates
alternative storylines by focusing on unique
outcomes and exceptions. Here I will offer an
example involving Steve, a senior student.

• Was that a good decision or not really?
I have found this stage of inquiry particularly
helpful as it allows me to maintain a decentred
position – refraining from making assumptions of
what I think might be a positive development.
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Significantly this process privileges the meanings
attributed by the young man.
A:

Was that significant or not significant or
something in-between that you made your
sister feel better when you stopped the
anger and left and the fighting ended?

vice-principal’s office. And it is also the
reason you were told that you had to see me.
Mark:

Yeah.

A:

Would you say that a talking-back voice has
been getting in your way lately?
(Mark shrugs)

Steve: It’s significant.
A:

How significant ... a little, medium or a lot?

Steve: A lot!
When the person has attributed significance, we
can move to the fourth stage.

A:

Is it okay if we call it the Talk-Back voice?

Mark:

Yeah.

A:

Could I ask you some questions to find out
more about the Talk-Back voice? My guess
is that the Talk-Back voice is having effects
on you and others – but that there are also
times when it isn’t getting the best of you?
So would it be alright with you if I learned
about when the Talk-Back voice shows up
and when it doesn’t?

Mark:

Okay.

Stage 4: Justifying the evaluation
In this stage we ask, ‘Why is this significant or
positive to you?’
Steve: Because I want to be a good big brother who
is there for my little sister. I don’t want her
to be scared of me. I want to be there for
her when she gets older.
Anger and Trouble can have a powerful grip on
some young men’s lives and actions, thereby making
it difficult for them to notice changes. In my
experience, even one unique outcome can become
an entry point to thicker and richer identity
conclusions. Small changes may seem
inconsequential, but this second version of the
statement of position map helps to render events
significant that could have otherwise be skimmed
over. In our conversation, I asked Steve meaningmaking questions to help him reflect on certain
neglected aspects of his experience. As the
conversation unfolded, we learnt what the unique
outcome reflects in terms of Steve’s intentions for
his relationship as a big brother and how he values
a future of ‘being there’ for his younger sibling.
Exploring the effects of the unique outcomes also
assisted to draw attention to important skills that
might otherwise remain unacknowledged, for instance
Steve’s skills in managing the problem successfully.
The following short transcript illustrates a
counselling conversation utilising both versions of
the statement of position map.

Stage 2: Mapping the effects and influences of the
Talk-Back voice
A:

When did the Talk-Back voice start this
morning?

Mark:

When my teacher got mad at me for not
having my homework done. And then he
kept going on about how I never do my
homework. I told him to just give me a zero
for my homework and to stop bugging me.

A:

So the Talk-Back voice got you to tell your
teacher ‘Stop bugging me’.

Mark:

Yeah.

A:

What else did it get you to say to your
teacher?

Mark:

I said ‘Your class is so boring and the
homework is boring’.

A:

Does the Talk-Back voice get you into
trouble in other classes?

Mark:

Yeah. It got me sent to the office every day
this week. And three of my teachers called
my father this week and now he’s really fed
up with me.

Part One – Externalising the problem
Stage 1: Naming (and externalising) the problem
A:

You said that you have been talking back a
lot to your teachers and this has resulted in
you getting sent out of class and to the

Stage 3: Evaluating the effects
A:

Are you okay or not okay with how much
trouble the Talk-Back voice has been giving
you lately?
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Mark:

I don’t really care. My teachers are always
hassling me but not any of the other
students.

A:

The Talk-Back doesn’t happen in geography,
but it does happen in all of your other
classes.

A:

What about with your dad? Are you okay or
not okay with how it’s affecting him?

Mark:

Yeah.

Mark:

No, I’m not okay with him getting upset.

Stage 4: Justification of the evaluation
A:
Mark:

Why are you not okay with how much your
dad is getting upset?
Cause he is always mad at me lately
because the calls from school interrupt him
at work. And he doesn’t want to talk to me
when he gets home because he’s so fed up
with me getting in so much trouble.

Stage 2: Mapping the effects of the Unique
Outcome
A:

What’s it like to have one class that’s free
of the Talk-Back voice?

Mark:

It’s good. Geography is the only class that I
like.

A:

What’s good about it?

Mark:

The teacher is nice. Even when I deserve it
… she never gets mad at me or yells at me.

A:

Anything else? … about what’s good about
the Talk-Back voice not being in your
geography class?
It’s just a break from arguing all the time.

A:

Can you say more about why you’re not
okay with this?

Mark:

Because me and my dad usually get along.
He works really hard and long hours in a
restaurant and I don’t want him to be more
stressed out because of me.

Mark:

A:

If the Talk-Back voice weren’t hanging
around your classes as much … how might it
make things better for you and your father?

A:

Mark:

My dad would be less stressed and we’d be
talking.

Mark: It’s good.

In this conversation, although Mark does not
care about the effects of the Talk-Back voice at
school, he does take a clear position on how it
affects his father. When asked why he is not okay
with how his father is affected, we discover more
about Mark’s caring for his relationship with his
father. Thus an opening has been created to a
counterstory and further explorations can be made
concerning Mark’s hopes and intentions for his
connection to his father.
Part Two – Exploring the effects of a unique
outcome
Stage 1: Negotiation of the unique outcome
A:

Does the Talk-Back voice appear in all of
your classes? Or are there any classes that
it is less likely to show up?

Mark:

It never shows up in my geography class.
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Stage 3: Evaluating the effects of the unique
outcome
Do you think it’s a good thing or no big deal
that you manage to keep the Talk-Back
voice out of geography class.

Stage 4: Justifying the evaluation
A:

Why is it good?

Mark:

Because I wouldn’t want to upset my
teacher by talking back to her. She’s always
nice – not just to me … but to everyone.
She respects us all.

A:

So when people are nice to you and respect
you it makes a difference? Respect and
niceness matters to you?

Mark:

For sure.

Choices for non-violence: effects on relationships
It is worthwhile to note that not all unique
outcomes in relation to not getting in trouble or not
using anger and violence will be attributed with
significance. There have been many times when
young men have responded with indifference ‘It
doesn’t matter to me’. At times when enquiring
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about non-violent actions or choices, the response
may be ‘It was no big deal that I decided not to hit
him’. And although I myself might be pleased to
hear about decisions for not enacting violence, I
want to be mindful of not centring my thoughts
and values. In such instances we can attempt to
enquire about ‘who’ in their life might be supportive
of actions to get the upper hand over anger. Who
might be proud about his decision to step away
from anger, trouble and/or violence? Just as
aggression, trouble and violence have considerable
effects on the important persons in young men’s
lives, choices for non-violence can also have a
significant impact on relationships.
I can recount numerous images of parents and
loved ones being distressed, angry or disappointed
upon finding out that their son, grandson or nephew
has emotionally or physically hurt or harmed another
person by anger or violence. Thus it is not surprising
that those nearest and dearest to young men are
likely to experience immense happiness or relief
when hearing that choices have been made for not
using violence.
I remember a conversation with a student
named Tyler who initially shrugged at me while
saying ‘it was no big deal’ that he decided to not hit
another guy at lunchtime who was provoking him to
fight. But upon reflection he speculated that his
mom would probably be happy:
A:

Are you happy that you didn’t fight?

Tyler:

Not really … it was no big deal.

A:

Is there anyone who you think might be
happy that you didn’t let anger get the best
of you? ... and that you didn’t fight?

Tyler:

My mom.

A:

On a scale of 1-10 with 1 being not happy
at all and 10 being really happy … how
happy would she be?

Tyler:

9.

A:

Your mom would be at 9 happiness? What’s
that like for you to think of?

Tyler:

It’s good … it makes me happy.

A:

Can I ask why it makes you happy … to
think that your mom would be happy?

Tyler:

Because my mother doesn’t want me to
fight and get hurt, or for me to hurt others
or get in trouble.

A:

What do you think your mom hopes for you?

Tyler:

To finish school and to have a good future.

A:

Are these hopes that just your mom wants,
or do you also have these hopes too?

Tyler:

I do too.

A:

What else do you want for your future?

Tyler:

I want to go to college and be a business
man. I want a good job so I can buy my
mom a car … so she doesn’t have to take
the bus to get groceries.

A:

What do you think will bring you the kind of
future you hope for – violence or nonviolence?

Tyler:

Non-violence.

A:

Why?

Tyler:

Because no matter what happens … people
will always have stuff to say about you in
life. But you can’t fight them over what they
say because it just causes more problems.
And I don’t want to get charged or go to
court again and I don’t want to keep
upsetting my mom.

In this conversation with Tyler, we witness his
emerging preference for non-violence which is in
accordance with (and a result of) the hopes and
wishes of his mother. Interestingly, this became a
turning point for Tyler where he started to work hard
to get the upper hand over anger and the urge to
fight. He did so knowing it would most likely make
his mother happy and relieved. Largely in these
sorts of conversations I have learned that many
young men’s relationships with their mothers offer
alternative possibilities for their lives and identities
(see Yuen, 2007).
I have offered here some practice-based ideas
which can assist young men to move towards their
preferences for life. While individual counselling
conversations are important and useful, I am also
aware that they are often not enough to help young
men involved in youth conflict or gang affiliation
and living and struggling with oppression to fully
step away from trouble or to succeed and stay in
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school. For example, a year after the above
conversation with Tyler, I sadly learned that he had
transferred from the school after a ten-day
suspension for fighting and had also being caught
with drugs in the school. One of his teachers
informed me that he had broken down with him
saying how hard everything was and that ‘no matter
how hard you try you can’t just break away from it
all!’ Unfortunately it was not an unfamiliar
statement of helplessness and hopelessness that I
have heard from other young men feeling no escape
from the depths of poverty and turf fighting.
The following section includes ways of working
with stories of hopelessness that involve linking the
lives of individual young men using collective
narrative practices (Denborough, 2008).

PART 4: FROM HOPELESSNESS TO STORIES OF
HOPE, CONNECTION, AND SOCIAL JUSTICE –
FROM INDIVIDUAL TO COLLECTIVE NARRATIVE
PRATCICES
Hopelessness is but hope that has lost its
bearings. (Freire, 1994, p. 2)
A couple of years ago on a wintry afternoon
while stepping outside of my home in the quiet
suburbs of Toronto, I was taken aback to see
multiple police cars and bright lights flashing at the
end of my street. The road was cordoned off and a
tree had been knocked down in what I guessed at
the time must have been the result of a car crash.
The surrounding neighbours pieced together the
events sharing how earlier there had been a fight
between two groups of youth just a few hundred
meters away in the neighbourhood park. Later in
the news we learned that most were young men
from the core of Toronto that had met up in the
suburbs for ‘the planned fight’ and that a seventeen
year old male was charged with fatally striking two
male teens with his vehicle after the brawl. The
following morning our community woke up to the
tragic news that both young men had died overnight
within hours of being airlifted to hospital. In the
weeks to follow, every time I turned into my street
I would notice the absence of the tree with several
flowers placed in its spot where the two young lives
were lost. With every new set of flowers I found
myself wondering who the loved ones were that
brought them.
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At times it seems that there are too many
tragedies of young men losing their lives as a
sudden result of violent altercations. I am writing
this paper exactly four years since a fourteenyear-old was found dying in one of Toronto’s
schools. The murder of Jordan Manners in the
middle of a school day was profoundly shocking and
shook our city and school board. His memory
continues to be honoured with a tribute that
remains in the main hall of the school entitled ‘One
Bullet Wounds Many’8. In relation to my work in
schools I think of the several young men whose lives
have been taken needlessly by violence – some who
attended the schools I have worked in, but most
who may have been a friend, brother, son or cousin
of students and parents referred to me. Not only are
individuals and communities affected by ongoing
violence, but also severe poverty, indignity, and other
acts of oppression that can seem impossible to ever
be freed from. Thus not only young men but
counsellors too can be overwhelmed and left with a
feeling of hopelessness. How can we as counsellors
respond when we know that our role is not enough
to offset contexts of injustices?
Working from a narrative counselling and
collective practice approach has been helpful to me
to enable hope to find its bearings again. The
following story of John provides an illustration of
moving from despair to hope and from individual to
collective narrative practice.
Story of John
John is a young man that I had conversations
with for over a year. We met when he was
seventeen years old, and during a couple of poignant
moments he stated that he was unsure whether he
would live to make it to his eighteenth birthday. He
was born in Canada with strong connections to his
roots in Ghana. A couple of days prior to meeting
John, his best friend Jayden had died due to
violence. As my school counselling role involves
responding to crises, I was asked to meet with and
support John and other friends of Jayden.
Upon meeting John, he was in shock and bereft
at the unexpected and devastating death of Jayden
who was gunned down in their housing project, most
likely in a case of mistaken identity. In response to
my questions, he often replied with, ‘I don’t know …
I just don’t know’. With the trauma and disbelief of
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the sudden loss of Jayden, John found it difficult in
our early conversations to put his experience and
feeling into words. He also conveyed helplessness
in how to deal with senseless acts of violence
resulting in death. It clearly was not the first
tragedy John had experienced in his community.
As I often find it helpful to share experiences of
other youth, I read John some phrases that came
from Paul. Paul, who I mentioned at the
beginning of this paper, had co-created a document
with me to make a contribution to other young men
struggling with hardship. I read to John ‘It’s going to
seem like every time the sky clears up that there’s
going to be another storm. But just remember that
after every storm … there’s always a clear day’.
When I read Paul’s quote it very much spoke to
John and he was instantly sparked by the metaphor
of ‘storms’ (see Ncube, 2006; Denborough, 2008).
I therefore asked the following questions, ‘What are
the Storms of Life for young people? Are all storms
the same? What happens at the end of a storm?’
John thoughtfully responded to the questions by
first stating that young people experience many
storms and that life wasn’t easy. But not all storms
are the same. Some are more violent than others …
like a friend being murdered. In these kinds of
storms there are aftermaths. In the aftermath we
feel the disaster with everything all over the place.
There can be so much confusion. But like Paul
says, at the end of the storm … there’s always a
clear day. Things start to slowly get better and make
sense again, and the sun eventually comes out
again. Although just two brief lines, Paul’s words
turned into an important metaphor for John to hold
onto in the months to come.
Re-membering9 Jayden
While meeting with John over the following
months I learned about the value and importance
he placed on friendship. His friendship with Jayden
was one he treasured as the two had often spoken
of their hopes and dreams for when they grew up.
Although Jayden had passed on and was no longer
physically with him, John found comfort in keeping
his relationship with Jayden alive (Hedtke, 2002). I
was interested in assisting John to remember
Jayden’s phrases of encouragement. The following
questions guided my inquiry:
• What do you remember about your friendship
with Jayden when you were younger boys?

• Did you have shared hopes/goals while living
in hardship?
• How did you try to help each other? What
would you say to each other?
• If Jayden knew that you didn’t let rage or
revenge overtake you about his violent death,
what would he think?
• If Jayden knew that you were worried about
passing high school, what do you think he
would want to say to you?
Based on John’s responses and using his words
and phrases, I scribed the following document for
John to assist him in holding onto the relationship
and friendship for years to come.

My best friend and brother
is always with me
When I was a boy I met my friend Jayden.
We would laugh a lot together and talk
about our dreams and goals. We would wish
for luxurious cars and a beautiful girl when
we were older. Most of all we were going to
get out of the struggles and violence. As
teenagers we dreamed even more. Both of
us were going to finish high school and
accomplish success in life. Violence and
trouble were all around us, but we told each
other … ‘We will pull it off and be able to
do it’. We said we were going to go to
college. I was going to work on cars as a
mechanic and he was going to be a lawyer.
And then one night he was killed right in
front of his home. The sadness went so
deep. Revenge, rage and thoughts of
retaliation. The rage goes so deep and when
it comes you can’t think clearly. But I didn’t
let it take over me. I know Jayden would be
happy about this. We were like brothers.
Jayden was respected and a really good
basketball player. He would make fun and
joke while we were playing ball. He
motivated me and always had words of
encouragement. His words are with me all
the time. If he knew I was worried about
finishing high school I think he would want
to say to me ‘John you can do it! Just do
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your thing and be your own man’. I can
hear him saying ‘It’ll be okay … just keep
going’.

In keeping Jayden’s voice and words with him,
John very much wanted to fulfill the hopes they had
together for a better future. ‘Jayden would want me
to do well and finish school and fulfill our dreams.’
By the end of the school year, John expressed
feeling better and more hopeful particularly knowing
he was honouring the special friendship that he had
with Jayden. However, in catching up with John just
a couple of months later in the following school year,
he began by saying that ‘the summer wasn’t good’
and that ‘too much had happened’. Compared to
when I had last seen him, he showed no smiles, was
barely audible at times, and seemed distraught as he
struggled to find words. When words managed to
come to him, he said a few times ‘I just can’t
believe this keeps happening’. As I tried to enquire
by asking ‘What keeps happening?’ He shook his
head. In attempting to have him explain, he shared
that two acquaintances from his community had
been murdered just weeks apart during the summer
months. ‘But it’s not just that!’ he emphatically
stated. As I sat with John gently enquiring and
pausing as needed, I heard the following story.
One summer afternoon while walking home, John
noticed a boy from his housing complex riding his
bike. All of a sudden the boy crashed into a car
and flipped in the air and landed harshly with his
head hitting the windshield. In panic John went
rushing over to find him bleeding and scared he was
possibly dead. John explained that thankfully the
boy wasn’t unconscious but that he was pretty hurt.
From that point John helped the injured boy to walk
his bike back home. While walking with the bike a
police officer stopped the two and began
questioning. John tensed up while recounting ‘He
asked us … Where are you going? Where did you
get the bike? Then he started to ask all kinds of
other questions about what we were doing and
where we lived?’ After a long pause John finally
stated, ‘I couldn’t believe it!’ I asked John ‘Do you
think he thought you had stolen the bike?’ John
nodded to me and eventually when he found his
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voice again said, ‘The boy was so hurt and needed to
be looked after … and he made us stop and wouldn’t
let us go!’
A:

You were pretty worried about the boy?

John:

Yeah. When he crashed so hard I didn’t even
know if he was going to live. Or what if he
needed to go to hospital?

A:

How long have you known the boy? Tell me
more about him and why you care about him
so much.

John:

I actually don’t know him that well, but he’s
a nice kid. And he’s just a boy! I could tell
he was so scared.

I sat with John knowing that there was a
multiplicity of expression in his rage and was
interested in enquiring about what was absent but
implicit (White, 2000) in his intense upset. I
wondered what might be on the other side of what
had been violated – perhaps a belief that any scared
or hurt child should be helped and comforted by
older youth or adults. Also unstated in the rage was
an intense upset at being questioned about stealing
and that John would never be the kind of person
that would steal. Yet most distressing was being
impeded from helping an injured and frightened
child and implicitly being accused of a crime.
It took until our next conversation for John to
share another upsetting Police encounter. ‘I was
walking home at midnight through a dark and unlit
walkway. The foot police were there and started
questioning me. I asked, ‘Why are you bothering
me? I’m just walking home’. In this instance John
describes being provoked by being asked ‘Do you
want to hit me?’ by the officer who then directed
John to lie on the ground. When asked how he
responded, John said he was furious but took a
breath and thought to himself ‘I’m not gonna let
him put me under his trap’.
A:

What ended up happening?

John:

The other cop realised who I was. It was
dark so at first he didn’t know it was me. He
knew I was furious! I don’t even remember
what he was saying to me … I wasn’t even
saying anything … but he knew! I couldn’t
even talk at that point.

A:

When he realised it was you … what do you
think he was thinking? What does he know
about you?
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John:

He knows I don’t ever cause trouble. He let
me get up and told his partner I was okay.

In attempts to enquire further, John just shook
his head and sat in silence breathing heavily. How
was I to respond to the rage of injustice that John
had struggled to put into words just minutes before?
I wondered aloud if other young men might relate to
his experience. He nodded. I also asked if John
thought it was significant or not significant that he
didn’t allow himself to get provoked. He thought it
was significant, but unsure how much more he
could take. I sat for a while with John and the rage.
Eventually I asked John whether he thought it was a
good thing he shared the story of the upsetting
incident and injustice with me instead of continuing
to be in silence with the rage. John thought it was a
good sign that he could finally talk about it all.
Linking and connecting young people’s lives
As I continued to meet with John, I wondered if
it would be helpful to share the voice of another
young man who had been through similar
experiences. I recalled a poem titled ‘My Philosophy
on Poverty’ written by a young man named Moshin10
living in a community affected by poverty and
violence. He had written the poem in the hope that
it might be helpful for other youth and, remembering
this, I asked John if he would be interested in
hearing it. John was immediately intrigued by the
title and keenly listened as I read:

How many more funerals do we
have to go to?
Watching the people, rest soundly,
in their graves
How many scenes of the crime do
we have to watch?
Seeing them, chalk out our broken figures
on the concrete
How many tears do I have to shed from my
weary eyes?
Before we realise that the only way for us to
get out of this hell, is to struggle to survive
Poverty and life needs to be broken
down to its inhabitants
For them to reconcile that no-one can help
those stuck in the spiral
Until they learn to help themselves
Coming from where I’m from
12 Blocks, is our World
Dominated by motivation, appreciation
and dedication
Escaping from the withholding
grasp of poverty
There is nothing like, the feeling,
When you reach there,
From here

My Philosophy on Poverty

We are those people

Coming from where I’m from

Those people who try to get out of the spiral

A community surrounded by Pain,
Struggle and Poverty

Stopping at nothing to make,
something out of our life

As I sit back, watching the very people
I call friends

Those who have figured the world out

Preventing themselves from becoming
what they dream of

Have begun the journey

Because of the spiral of poverty
that we live in
The spiral has seized my community

Those that have seen what I have seen

The journey to a better life and
a brighter future
Every person has to stand on the
crossroads of life

Leaving no broken chain to escape from
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Two paths that will dictate the way you live,
in your life time
Both roads leading to success and wealth
The longer of the two
On its path there is, education and hard
work
The more cowardly one is shorter
The way of crime
But on its path, there are a lot of dangers
lurking around it
No-one has ever made it to the
destination, on this path
This proves the point, that the pen is
stronger then the gun
The gun kills and brings pain
The pen express thought and educates to
make a difference
I will make it
Through the heat of the noon
I will survive to see the cooling sunset
Through the darkness of the shadowy night
I will survive to see the dawn, once again
To leave, this place one day, with a weapon
Then to return, one day, with a weapon
I shall give back to the place I once called
home
Because I hold the greatest weapon any
person can have
Education!

As I read Moshin’s poem to John he nodded
when hearing, ‘How many more funerals do we have
to go to?’ He continued to nod while softly saying
‘yeah’ at various parts. When I finished reading, I
looked up at John to see him in thoughtful
reflection. I asked what stood out for him. He could
relate to the pain and struggle to survive and the
helplessness of not knowing how to escape the
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spiral of poverty, constant crime, deaths … and the
tears. John sighed stating, ‘Really we’re the same in
many ways’. When I asked his thoughts about
‘EDUCATION being the greatest weapon’, he agreed
that education was vital and what many young men
needed to fight with in order to survive. ‘Yeah …
education comes first!’ John emphasised.
As I witnessed the effects of the poem and
words on John, it became clear that Moshin’s story
was not just an individual story. Their lives were
now linked even though they would never meet each
other. Moshin’s story represents the experience of
many young men such as John. With Moshin’s
words relating to John, they became joined in
something broader – effects of poverty, friends from
the hood dying, gun violence, the pen offering a
different kind of weapon, and the vital importance
of education.
Knowing Moshin’s writing had led to a powerful
resonance for John, I asked if he might be
interested in also creating a poem for other young
people who have been experiencing similar
experiences and difficulties. John was intrigued but
uncertain about his ability to write poetry. In his
interest to hear more about my idea I explained,
‘I could put together a poem using all of your words.
Would this be of interest to you knowing it could
benefit other young people who have also gone
through hard times and faced injustices? Just as
Moshin’s poem helped you…you too could help
others. What do you think?’
John was sparked by the idea of making a
contribution to the lives of other young people. And
so we started to plan the writing. John decided
which themes would be important to include and
very much liked the thought of using the metaphor
of ‘storms’ throughout the writing. Thus from my
counselling notes, reviewing our conversations
together, and John coming up with words and
phrases of hope to help others to prepare for and
resist ‘storms’, the following poem was produced:
At the end of the storm
The storms of life ... there are many
Some more violent than others
Like a best friend being murdered and his
future being taken away
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In the aftermath we feel the disaster with
everything all over the place

Do everything for the future,
prepare and plan ahead

Depression, Confusion, Rage. Don’t know
who to talk to?

Take advantage of the positive energy on
the good days … before another storm
comes

Time passes, things settle …
At the end of the storm the sun eventually
does come out again
But another storm is always on its way and
may even hit us harder
More deaths, loss, and acts of revenge
At times suspicion, racism and harassment
from police and just straight injustice
Depression, Confusion, Rage ….
Hopelessness
We can’t think clearly. It’s all a negative
vibe
Black treated unfairly. Leaves us
questioning the world
Hopelessness whispers ‘Before my life
ends, just do what you need to do’

At the end of the day, or should I say?
… at the end of the storm
I can reflect …
Education comes first!
Do the right thing! Think twice, have
patience and breathe
I’m surviving and coming out positive
Don’t want to lose anyone again
Hold onto future-thinking
Live simple enough
We can see the storm coming now.
We can repel it.
Remember, at the end of every storm there’s
always a clear day

When will the storm end?
Young people killing young people … for no
reason
Why take a life?
Black on black violence
We think ‘there’s no place for us
in a white world’
The storms of the past go back to
slavery and hatred
CAN’T LET THE STORM SUCK ME IN!
Must resist it, move away from the storm
Use critical thinking, talk to others, stay
inside away from trouble
Make the right choices, think of family
Violence is not the way
Violence is not my way!
I won’t let him put me under his trap!
Pride comes in not getting provoked

I read a draft of the poem to John and invited
him to make any changes or edits. John chose to
not change anything and was very pleased with it.
And with the document completed John looked
forward to it being shared with others. Since then, it
has been shared with several school and community
workers and counsellors who have read it to many
youth they are having conversations with. The
following response is from one young man to John’s
words, poem, and lived experience:
The poem is really deep and shares emotions
through writing. It reminds me of taking
things one day at a time, and that there will
be good days and bad days. My own best
friend was murdered and we also would do
things together like play ball outside during
the warm weather. I had to figure my way out
of the feelings of retaliating after my friend
was murdered. I realised retaliation wouldn’t
bring him back to me. I think that it’s cool
that John is sharing his word.
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John also agreed to be videotaped while reading
‘At the End of the Storm’. When asked why John
was interested in his tape being available for other
youth to view he replied, ‘If it can help someone …
then I’ll be really happy. Because losing a friend to
murder is hard. But I know it will happen again.’
I remember being taken aback hearing John say
matter-of-factly that he knew ‘it would happen
again’, but poignantly, within a couple of months of
this conversation, another young man was shot and
killed at a party. My heart sank when I learned that
this young man was a good friend of John’s of whom
he had spoken of fondly in our sessions. Upon
hearing this I worried about how John would be
coping with yet another loss due to violence of a
treasured friend. When we met up he was distraught
and teary. Yet in re reading his poem, feeling linked
and connected to others experiencing similar
hardship, and having conversations about
continuing to stay focused in school and ‘doing
everything for the future’ in memory of his friends,
John described that he felt stronger in knowing that
‘at the end of every storm there’s always a clear
day’. Young men in circumstances such as John are
facing not only loss and grief but also threats to
their own safety and racism. As practitioners, our
role can include linking young men around shared
experiences, shared sorrows, and shared hopes.
Collective narrative practice
In this section, I have shared John’s story as an
illustration of moving from despair to hope by
linking his life and story with other young men.
Here I will describe some principles of collective
narrative practice that were significant in the work
and conversations together with John:
• To conceive of the person meeting with us as
representing a social issue
• To enable the person to join a collective
endeavour in addressing, in some local way,
this social issue
• To enable the person to speak through us, not
just to us.
(Denborough, 2008, p. 16)
Although the work alongside John was solely in
individual conversations, his story became
connected to several youth around broader social
issues including community violence, loss of
friends, and suspicion from and unjust treatment by
police. The co-creation of a document for youth
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affected by similar experiences allowed John to be
joined with others in a collective endeavour in
addressing these social issues. With regard to the
last principle, John was able to send his poem
‘through me’ and thus was not only telling his story
of hardship and survival ‘to me’. While John was
already speaking to me about his personal
experience, once he realised the poem and
conversations would be circulated and directed
‘through me’ to contribute to a collective purpose,
our conversations seemed to have a whole different
energy. This was an energy filled with commitment,
purpose and, more significantly, optimism.
The writing of the poem also enabled John to
speak in both an individual and collective voice to
deal with the effects of the difficulties on his life
‘and’ on the lives of others. As David Denborough
(2008) has described, we can listen for both
individual and collective speech patterns. For
example ‘Black youth are treated unfairly and it
leaves “us” questioning the world’. In this phrase,
John is speaking in a non-individualistic voice. He
is speaking of his own experience ‘and’ he is also
suggesting this is not only his experience but also
the experience of many black youth. He is speaking
in a way that connects his life to the lives of others
around hopes for social justice.
Ongoing ripples
Although months and years can pass, it is
meaningful to know that letters, documents and
poems can continue to make contributions. This
occurred for John when a couple of letters were
written for him from school students at St John’s
Regional College in Dandenong, Victoria, Australia,
and sent to me via their school counsellor, Milan
Colic. This created a wonderful opportunity for John
and me to catch up a couple of years after he had
finished high school. Needless to say, he was quite
excited about receiving mail from the other side of
the globe, and very happy and somewhat astonished
to hear about the ongoing ripples of his poem. The
following two letters were written for John by K. and
Pauline:

Dear John,
I am a Filipino Australian and 16 years
old writing to you from my school in
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Melbourne, Australia. Firstly, I send my
condolences about Jayden.
Wow ... this is deep stuff. It’s the first time
I’ve really listened to someone else’s story.
I mean, I used to only listen to myself
because I couldn’t trust anyone, after
making the wrong sorts of friends – I think
sometimes you’ve got to be cautious to
survive. I used to listen more when I was a
kid but once you fall into the gangs you
become a whole different person ...
Sometimes you get dealt the wrong cards in
life but just because you’re dealt the wrong
cards doesn’t mean you’re garbage.
You grow sick of it all ... hearing shots –
sick of the depression ... sick of the
thoughts of revenge. It can all be a bit like
a living nightmare. I picture the way you
live – surrounded by death. Sometimes it
feels too hard to break away from the gangs
... sometimes it feels like you have to stay.
We come from the other side of the world
… but we’re coming from the same place.
Trust is really hard sometimes ... it would
be good to have you here, just to talk, to
find out what the similarities and
differences are in our lives.
I wonder if you listen to Chuckie? [Chuckie
Akenz, Vietnamese-Canadian rapper who
grew up in the notorious Jane and Finch
neighbourhood of Toronto, Canada] His goal
was to make a difference to people that are
struggling in the gang world. He made a
difference to me and you are also making
a difference with the words that I have
now read.
Education! That’s what I’m trying to get at
... to get out of the struggle. Sometimes I
fall back but I’m trying hard not to get back
to the violence. I’m trying to be diplomatic
with everyone.
Your words leave me thinking that I don’t
care if I’m a big shot or if I get big money.
I want to show people that are in gangs or
wanting to join to consider that violence
destroys lives. I think many kids don’t get
this. I want to tell them that there are other

options, like education ... because, if it
wasn’t for education, we’d probably still be
deep in it ourselves.
Thanks for your words Brother and again,
my deepest condolences.
K.

John then responded to K.:

K.
Hey brother hope everything is alright.
I first want to say I can almost fully
understand your situations that you are
going through. I’ve had really close
friends that were in gang related activity
and I’ve been around it for a while.
I hope this poem really helps your
situation which happens to many people
all over the world. The things young men
go through in situations like this are
almost impossible to get out of. I hope
you stay strong and believe that you can
achieve anything you put your head into.
There are storms that we just got to face
and the aftermath of the confrontation
decides your purpose in life. I hope you
stay strong K. Also yes I used to listen to
Chuckie Akenz and understand the things
he has been through. I hope you take it
as motivation to help you. Thanks again
for your response.
John   

A second letter to John from Pauline:

Dear John,
I am writing to you from my school in
Melbourne, here in Australia. I am a 14
year old young woman and come from
Sudan.
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Thank you for sharing your poem because
you write about things that are true for me
too. I think that the things you are saying
are happening everywhere, not just in
Canada – They are also happening here, in
Melbourne. But I hear your pain. It sounds
like there is too much violence there.
When I think about the violence around you
it’s too much to even say ... it is so
confusing because sometimes it feels like
there is nothing you can do but it sounds to
me like you’re trying hard – trying to get
away but it is everywhere.
I picture you stuck in the middle of trouble,
like a gang surrounding you, with people
wanting to keep you there no matter what
direction you look ... but it’s not where you
want to be. It sounds like you want a life
where good things happen ... where you
don’t have to do what others tell you to do.
Your poem has me thinking about my father
who died in violence when I was four years
old and how the Police used to harass him
when we were living in Egypt. It was all a
negative vibe with racism, depression,
confusion and hopelessness. When you’re
treated so unfairly, you really can’t think.
Why does everything have to be so hard?
Why does there have to be so much
violence?
Your words have me thinking about my own
life and how I can change things at school.
I’m in a lot of trouble at the moment for
fighting. I want a good life too, away from
trouble.
Best wishes,
Pauline

John sent the following response back to
Pauline (and K.):

Pauline,
Thank you for your response and I would
first like to say sorry about your father.
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I hope your family is well and wish the best
for you. I have been through a lot and
where I am mentally is the best it has been
in years. As I got older I realised what’s
really important in life and what’s not. I’ve
done a lot of changes for the better and it’s
really paying off for me. I hope this poem
really helped you and guides you as you
grow to be a great lovable person. And like
K. said ‘education is the key which opens
many doors’.
Thanks to both of you … K. and Pauline!
I wish the best for you.
John

In catching up with John, he was touched to
receive the letters from K. and Pauline. Although
worlds apart, a connection of experiences was
apparent as K. wrote ‘we come from the other side
of the world … but we’re coming from the same
place’. It was moving for John to realise his poem
could continue throughout time to help youth who
were experiencing hard and despairing times.

CONCLUSION
Throughout this paper I have attempted to
address some of the many complexities and
dilemmas of working with young men’s multiple
stories of trouble, oppression and despair in urban
schools. Whether a young man is attempting to step
away from anger, making choices for non-violence,
or responding to hopelessness, it is always possible
to discover his preferred ways of being or dreams for
something other.
With the alarmingly high dropout rates in
secondary schools, particularly for youth living in
marginalised communities, I believe we have a
shared responsibility to engage students – not only
academically but also in generating richer stories of
their lives.
As John describes, the storms of life … there are
many and we know well that another storm is always
on its way. The hopelessness associated with
multiple storms has the potential to convince youth
that their life circumstances are unchangeable and
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also that they do not have anything to offer to
others. Thus it is significant to me to see young
men such as John and Moshin sharing their skills
and knowledges to assist themselves and other
young men to face the hardships and injustices of
their lives.
I hope this paper may assist practitioners in
enabling other young men to respond to anger,
trouble and hopelessness, and to remember that the
difference between a young man staying in school
and dropping out may end up being due to one
interesting and stimulating class, a little sister’s
tears, a mother’s hopes, or a friendship whether the
friend is alive or no longer alive.
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NOTES
1 These statistics derived from census data are
recognised to not be entirely accurate. A particular
challenge for the Ontario Ministry of Education is the
inability to identify Aboriginal students. For this
reason, school boards have been encouraged to develop
policies for voluntary, confidential Aboriginal student
self-identification that would provide a basis for
gathering the relevant information (Aboriginal
Education Office, 2005, p. 10).
2 The Centre for Urban Schooling (CUS) was established
in 2005 at the Ontario Institute for Studies in
Education at the University of Toronto. Since its

inception, CUS has been engaged in education
research, consulting and advocacy for some of
Toronto’s most underserved urban schools.
3 All of the names of the young men in this paper, with
the exception of Moshin, are pseudonyms.
4 I would like to acknowledge the history of restorative
justice practices and circle conversations originating
from many indigenous cultures throughout the world.
In North America, in Native American and First
Nations justice philosophy and practice, healing,
along with reintegrating individuals into their
community, is considered more important than
punishment (Mirsky, 2004, p. 1). For more about the
history and practices of restorative justice, please visit:
www.restorativepractices.org
5 Since 1999 I have been a trained Restorative Justice
facilitator. During the late 1990s and early 2000s
many Toronto school social workers were involved in
facilitating restorative justice conferences.
Unfortunately, due to funding cuts (and hence time
restraints with increased job demands), it became
challenging to continue to actively implement
restorative practices within school settings. However,
over the past couple of years there has been a
resurgence of interest and training in restorative
practices in Toronto schools.
6 I often intentionally capitalise the problem once it is
named and externalised. Therefore Anger and Trouble
become punctuated as the problem in contrast to the
young man being identified as the problem.
7 This idea came from Alice Morgan (2000) who
provides a document illustrating and describing the
problem of Panic that was wreaking havoc in a man’s
life.
8 The tribute to Jordan Manners entitled ‘One Bullet
Wounds Many’ was reproduced as the cover of the
Executive Summary Volume of ‘The Road to Health:
A Final Report on School Safety’ (2008).
9 For a description and illustration of re-membering
practices and conversations, see White (2007).
10 Moshin’s poem was shared with me by Toronto school
social worker Joanne Hale. Joanne had been having
conversations with Moshin while he was living in
Regent Park, Toronto.
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